
EA’s Blockbuster 
Shooter Finally 
Hits Saturn! 

Witness the 
Power of the 
Amazing New 
AM2 Daytona 

EXCLUSIVE! 

HAS THE MIGHTY SEGA RALLY 
FINALLY MET ITS MATCH? 

COMING TO SATURN - OFFICIAL! 
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LL NEW!_ THE UK’S ONLY OFFICIAL NINTENDO64 MAGAZINE 
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THPFUTURE-IS’HEREI Pthe most powerful games system ever creatgBM 
t the most from it you'll need Nintendo Magazine! 
the home of red hot N64 info! 
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HASS DESTRUCTION 
Regular readers of SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE might remember this game as we previewed it months ago. It used to called simply "Tank". 
Now it has the considerably more macho title of Mass Destruction. Let the carnage begin anew! 
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BLACK DAWN 
Blood! Sweat! Shrapnel! Flying body parts! Just another day in Dave Kelsall's toilet. Meanwhile, In another of the world's war zones, a 
lone chnpper pilot is treating some drug dealers to an invigorating dose of napalm... 
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SWtOMANjT 
Fresh from the success of the mighty Tomb Raider, Core Design are BACK. This time they've gone back to their roots, producing their 
first 2D game for many a year. 
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LOST VIKIN6S 2: NORSE BY 
Rape? Pillage? No thanks, mate! All these dishevelled Scandinavians need is a platform-puzzle scenario and they'll be happy for hours. 
Clearly those cheap history books lied. 
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Here we are again. More questions. More answers. And more insane ranting for 
our resident super-villain editor. Rich Leadbetter, aided and abetted by Sega 

SATURN MAGAZINE. Priory Court, 30-32 Farringdon Lane. London EC1R 3AU 
Please be interesting. 
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SEEN ENOUGH 
MINDLESS 

VIOLENCE? 
NOW BLAST THE ENEMY INTO 32 BITS 
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SHOWCASE^ 

After the success of the PlayStation version, an enhanced Soviet Strike finally 
makes its way to the Saturn in another shameless cash-in on current world politi¬ 
cal issues. LEE NUTTER takes a look at EA’s premiere 32-bit blast-a-thon. 
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After the horrible disappointment that 
was the Saturn rendition of Doom, GT 
Interactive are all set to redeem them¬ 
selves with the imminent release of 
Hexen. Hence this particular showcase 
penned by RICH LEADBETTER. 
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RAGE HARD 
More Saturn loveliness arrives this month courtesy of those ever-so-busy AM 
departments. Die Hard Arcade is the Saturn’s full 3D answer to Streets of Rage, 
and most enjoyable it is too (although too short). Here’s all the exciting bits, cour¬ 
tesy of RICH LEADBETTER... 
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The MegaMix 
Once again SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE returns to AM2’s latest Saturn title: 
the incredible Fighters MegaMix! In the last issue, we revealed a couple of the 
secret characters and dropped plenty of hints for you to guess at. This month, 
the waiting is over! All of those secret fighters are fully revealed, plus we 
reveal some more AM2 oddities added to this classic. Oh, and we interview the 
programmers. RICH LEADBETTER writes... 
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Marvel 



ESSENTIAL MARVEL MOMENTS #l: AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #1 TO #38 
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ESSENTIAL MARVEL MOMENTS #4: 

1 MARVEL MOMENTS #5: CLAREMONT/BYRNE 2 



I DIE HARD ARCADE 
How many consoles can claim to have TWO Die Hard games in their software catalogue? Hone but our very own Sega Saturn! Hah! 
And to think you nearly bought a PlayStation. 





CRUSADER: NO REMORSE 
When this shoot-'em-up adventure was released on the PC last year it garnered much praise from critics and players alike, hut how 
does it measure up on the Saturn? Why are we asking you? 
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GRID RUN 
All right, smart guy, so it's not a very Imaginative title. But if you were programming a game in which the players had to run around 
grids, what would you call it? 
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[ANDRETTI RACING 
Already released on the PlayStation to a lukewarm response, Andretti Racing now makes its Saturn appearance just in time for the 
start of the motor racing season, though I doubt it was planned to coincide that way. 
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TOMB RAIDER GUIDE: 
This month sees the second part of our massive Tomb Raider guide which 
after hours, make that days of strenuous gameplay we are finally pleased 
to present for your viewing pleasure. It really is guite an amazing game 
with intricate level design and well thought out puzzles, not to mention 
Lara in a skimpy vest and hot pants. In fact just watching the scantily clad 
exploits of Lara Croft is enough to turn any red-blooded male into a 
hardened games player. It certainly did me anyway. So join me, LEE 
NUTTER as we journey off to foreign lands and uncover the wonders 

4f Tomb Raider. i 
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EXHUMED TIPS 
Lobotomy's Exhumed is a hugely underrated first-person perspective shooter that combines traditional corridor 
blasting action with an adventure based non-linear level structure. It's also loaded with secrets. In fact, the 
first time you complete the game, your real guest has just begun. Listed here are some tactics, along with the 
location of all 23 dolls. Remember, don't start looking for the dolls until you have all the artifacts. So, who do 
we have to thank for these tips? Try DANIEL JEVONS, who originally wrote this very feature for the American 
mag, MegaFan. 
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.THERE’S NO SUCH THING 

AS FRIENDLY FIRE, 

LAST ONE STAMPING WINS. 


